Abstract-Decisions on domain model representations and on domain model scoping are a key task when developing software product lines. However, there is little guidance for t he choice whether a domain model should be represented by feature-oriented domain models or by domain-specific models and whether a domain should be described by a single domain model or by multiple domain models.
I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing complexity of automation software, domain-specific modeling becomes more and more relevant in this sector. The architecture of the underlying domain model is a crucial design decision which has to be made rather early during system design when usually not much information about the specific domain is available.
In this paper we validate a method (called MADMAPS [1] ) for evaluating the feasibility of domain models. We apply the method to two warehouse automation system DSL case studies. The two DSLs cover the same domain and were developed from the same requirements. One of the DSLs adheres to the MADMAPS design suggestion and the other DSL does not. In this paper we want to investigate whether the domain model representation suggested by MADMAPS is better in terms of development time, DSL and code complexity metrics, and modeling effort. These metrics can very well be compared for the two DSLs, because they cover the same domain and the same models were built with both DSLs.
II. DOMAIN MODEL EVALUATION METHOD
In this section we explain a method which we use to evaluate the suitability of the domain models of our automation system DSL case studies. 
Several instances of elements
This criteria tells whether there should be several instances of domain model elements. This is usually the case if real world objects described by the domain model are instantiated.
Different binding times/views
This criteria rates whether the domain model should represent different binding times (compile-time, load-time, runtime, ...) or different views (abstraction levels).
Domain model used by non-expert
This criteria rates whether the domain model will just be used by domain experts or also by end users. MADMAPS (multi-attribute domain modeling approach for paradigm selection) [1] is a method to evaluate specific domains in order to decide which domain modeling approach -domain specific modeling (DSM) or feature oriented domain modeling (FODM) -is more suitable for the domain. MADMAPS is based on multi-attribute utility theory [2] . One has to rate assessment criteria for the target domain based on which MADMAPS either recommends to use a domain-specific model, a feature-oriented domain model, or to split the domain up and decide for each of the subdomains separately. Table I presents the assessment criteria which were gathered in [1] based on industrial experience. For more detailed explanations about the criteria and why these criteria were chosen see [1] .
To evaluate a specific domain, for each of these criteria one has to answer whether he strongly disagrees (-2), disagrees (-1), neither disagrees nor agrees (0), agrees (1), or strongly agrees (2) . These values are weighted with the weighing factors given in 
III. CASE STUDIES
In this section we present two DSL case studies and explain their underlying domain model architecture. Both case studies each cover the warehouse automation domain.
Both of the two case studies were carried out as student projects at Graz University of Technology. Both students were given the same requirements and the same information about the warehouse automation domain, as well as a specific hardware prototype of the warehouse automation system (see Fig. 1 ).
The warehouse automation system consists of conveyor belts, rotary tables, cranes, and a high-bay rack. Each of these elements is equipped with a sensor which detects if packets are currently lying on the element. Every element can be steered independently from the others. The warehouse automation system has to be able to deliver packets between any arbitrary elements within the system. Commands for the delivery are given manually. The system has to detect if other packets block the way and appropriate countermeasures have to be taken (e.g. waiting until the path is free or re-routing the packet if redundant paths are available).
The students had to develop a product line for warehouse automation systems. The amount and position of the different elements should be flexible. For example, with the product line it should be easy to develop a new warehouse automation system which differs in the conveyor belt positions compared to system presented in Fig. 1 . The students were given the requirements that different warehouse systems can easily be modeled and that the full automation software including the IEC 61131-3 source code and the automation system visualization should be generated from these models.
A. Warehouse Automation System Product Line-1
We furthermore call the first case study Warehouse Automation System Product Line -1 (WASPL-1). WASPL-1 uses domain-specific modeling to describe the warehouse automation system. A DSL is constructed with the DSL tool MetaEdit+. From the DSL model, the source files for the automation program as well as a system visualization are automatically generated. One major challenge for the domain model is that is has to include the logical view (positions of elements like conveyor belts and their connections) as well as the physical view (hardware mapping of sensors/actuators to the automation unit). WASPL-1 solves this problem by integrating both views into a single DSL. The hardware mapping is realized as properties of the basic DSL objects (e.g. conveyor belts). Fig. 2 shows an example model of WASPL-1, where the hardware mapping is textually configured for each DSL element.
B. Warehouse Automation System Product Line-2
We furthermore call the second case study Warehouse Automation System Product Line -2 (WASPL-2). WASPL-2 also uses the MetaEdit+ tool to construct a DSL for warehouse automation systems. However, one major difference to WASPL-1 is that WASPL-2 uses a different approach to address the concern of having to model both, the logical and the physical view. WASPL-2 has got a clear separation between the logical and the physical view in the models. Logical elements such as conveyor belts are modeled similar to WASPL-1. Physical elements (automation input/output units and the wires connected to these units) are modeled in a separate diagram. In the whole DSL design these two things are strictly kept apart (DSL relations and code generators in one diagram do not depend on relations and code generators relevant for the other diagram). The two diagrams are strictly separated and could also be represented as two different DSLs. However, with the MetaEdit+ tool is is easier to still treat them as a single DSL and therefore the physical and the logical view are still realized as a single DSL in the tool. Fig. 3 shows an example model of WASPL-2.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section we apply the MADMAPS approach to the two DSLs and furthermore evaluate whether the MADMAPS domain model suggestions are well suited for the warehouse automation domain. For this evaluation we compare several metrics for the two DSLs.
A. MADMAPS
To apply MADMAPS, we first have to rate the MADMAPS assessment criteria for the warehouse automation domain. The left-hand side (column Combined view) of Table III shows our evaluation for the overall warehouse automation domain. We can see that the results for the DSM and FODM values are very close together and do not significantly favour one method over the other. The MADMAPS approach suggests in such a case to divide the domain into subdomains and evaluate each of the subdomains separately. We split the warehouse automation domain into the Logical view (e.g. conveyor belt arrangement) and the Physical view (automation hardware, wire connections). With this separation, the value for the third assessment criteria (different binding times/views) is affected. Also the domain model used by non-expert criteria is affected, because for the warehouse automation case studies it should be possible that a non-expert (e.g. warehouse owner) is able to model the arrangement of elements (e.g conveyor belts) in a system. If the domain model is split into the logical and the physical view, then it would be possible that the warehouse owner models the logical view, while a automation domain expert models the corresponding physical view. Therefore the ratings in Table III strongly differ for the last criteria.
The evaluation results of the subdomains show a more significant separation between the DSM and FODM values. According to the MADMAPS approach this means that for the warehouse automation system it is better to split the domain model into these two subdomains. Both subdomains show a higher ranking for the DSM approach. This means that MADMAPS suggests to develop two different DSLs: one for the warehouse automation system logical view and one for the warehouse automation system physical view. Table IV shows the developments times for both case studies. The development times are divided into automation software development and DSL including code generator development. We can see that the development times highly differ. WASPL-1 has got much higher development times for the automation software and for the DSL. However, both students who worked on the projects had similar skill levels (computer science students, no previous experiences in automation system programming or in DSLs). Even if we assume that the student working on WASPL-2 was more skilled than the student working on WASPL-1, the high differences in the development times are still difficult to explain.
B. Development Time
If we just consider the relative amount of development time between the DSL and the automation software, it is interesting to see that the WASPL-2 DSL required less than one third of the overall development time, where the WASPL-1 DSL required half of the overall development time. This indicates that the DSL architecture for WASPL-2 is better suited than the architecture for WASPL-1.
C. Domain Model Complexity
To measure the domain model complexity we use the metrics from [3] . These metrics simply count the elements of the metamodel and distinguish between interface complexity, element complexity, and property complexity. The metrics tailored for the GOPPRR (Graph-Object-Property-PortRole-Relationship) meta-metamodel which is used by MetaEdit+ are shown in the following equations where C stands for the complexity and n is the number of items.
C interface = n Relationships + n Roles + n Constraints C element = n Objects + n Ports C property = n Properties Table V shows the domain model complexity for the two case studies. We can see that WASPL-2 has a lower complexity. This directly confirms the MADMAPS approach which in our case suggests to split the domain model up into the logical and physical view (as it is done by WASPL-2) to obtain a more efficient domain model representation. It is interesting to see that WASPL-1 has a much higher property complexity. This is not surprising, because the hardware mapping of the automation system is modeled as properties of automation devices. In WASPL-2 the hardware mapping is modeled as additional objects and their connections. That is why the element complexity of WASPL-2 is higher.
D. Model Size
To compare how much effort it is to construct a model with the DSLs, we count the elements required in both DSL for modeling the system shown in Fig. 1 (see Table VI ). We just counted the elements in MetaEdit+ which have to be manually added or edited for a MetaEdit+ model. For example, we did not count Ports and Roles, because they are implicitly added to a model by adding Relationships and Objects. We also counted the Properties, because they have to be manually set to configure DSL elements like Objects. We can see that both models nearly use the same amount of MetaEdit+ entities. This indicates that the required effort to construct a model is similar for both DSLs. 
E. Halstead Effort
The Halstead effort [4] is a measure to evaluate how much effort it requires to develop or maintain a program. This measure is already applied to DSLs in [5] . The Halstead effort consists of the metrics shown in Table VII . In this table we also show how we obtain the metrics from the MetaEdit+ DSLs.
The right columns of Table VII show the calculated
Halstead effort for the two case studies. We can see that the Volume V of both DSL models is very similar. This indicates that both DSLs have the same level of abstraction or the same expressiveness to model the given system. However, we can see that the Difficulty D is much higher for WASPL-1. This is the case, because WASPL-1 provides so many different operators (e.g. Properties) which can refine DSL elements. According to the metrics, this makes understanding WASPL-1 more difficult. This statement also corresponds to our own experience with the two case studies. WASPL-1 was much more difficult to understand, because one had to understand all the exact Properties which had to be adjusted to configure the hardware mapping of the warehouse automation elements. In WASPL-2, this mapping was more intuitive, because for the hardware mapping, simply the wires of the automation system were graphically modeled. This resulted in a lower number of operators (Properties or Relationships) which can be applied to the automation elements. Due to the low Difficulty D for WASPL-2, this DSL has a much lower Halstead Effort H.
V. RELATED WORK
This section presents related work on DSL evaluation metrics.
An extensive study to compare different DSLs is shown in [5] . The paper compares different implementation approaches (compiler-like architecture, source-to-source transformation, ...) for DSLs by developing the same DSL with these different approaches. The DSLs are then compared with different code complexity metrics (including the Halstead effort), the lines of code of the resulting textual DSL models, the time it takes for a user to develop a model, and the lines of code of the DSL code generators.
The DSL domain model complexity metric which we applied in this paper is discussed in [1] where the metrics are covered more general to be applied to DSM or to FODM. The metrics are applied to four industrial case studies some of which are developed with both, a DSM representation and a FODM representation.
Complexity metrics for DSL metamodels are discussed in [6] . The metrics are based on the minimum number of elements which is required to form a valid DSL model and on the dependence of the elements on one another. For example, if the instantiation of a DSL element requires another element, then the complexity of the metamodel rises. Further model-driven engineering metrics are discussed in [7] . The metrics are based on the goal question metrics approach and are explained in general as well as specifically form the EMOF meta-metamodel.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented two DSL case studies covering the same domain. We evaluated the case studies with the MADMAPS approach and with several general and DSL-related metrics.
The main difference between the two case studies was identified as their domain model structure, which is a compound domain model for one case study and a split domain model (split into the physical and logical view) for the other case study. The MADMAPS approach suggests that for the warehouse automation domain in the case studies, a split representation is better suited. The DSL evaluation shows that the DSL with split domain model achieved better results in terms of development effort, domain model complexity, and DSL difficulty/understandability (Halstead effort).
These results indicate that the MADMAPS suggestion to split up the domain model is a good early design decision. Of course one cannot clearly conclude that the evaluation metrics which we calculate for the DSLs clearly confirm the MADMAPS design decision; however, as all the measured metrics show better results for the DSL with the split domain model, these metrics suggest that the MADMAPS domain model recommendations for the warehouse automation domain are very good.
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